
second-most-expensive car in the group—
$189,970, as tested—the AMG-modified
SL works just fine as an everyday driver.

Finally, as a perfect example of how
the world turns, we have Porsche’s 911
Turbo S cabriolet. A coupe would have
suited this comparison better, but a cabrio
was all Knappenberger had on hand. Even
with an engine upgraded in “S” spec to
444 horsepower as a result of higher tur-
bocharger boost pressure, the venerable
Swabian sports car tails this field in output
as well as alphabetical placement. The
Turbo model still uses the previous-gen-
eration body design and interior, but it
remains a highly desirable car. For 2005,
ceramic-composite brakes are fitted as
standard equipment.

That’s the lineup. This is how we rated
them.
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Vehicle Aston Martin Ferrari Ford Lamborghini Mercedes Porsche 911
DB9 F430 GT Gallardo SL65 AMG Turbo S Cabrio

base price/ $164,500/ $180,785/ $143,345/ $177,600/ $185,820/ $143,695/
price as tested $164,500 $191,225 $156,945 $181,350* $189,970 $147,435

length 185.4 177.6 182.8 169.3 178.5 174.6
width 73.8 75.7 76.9 74.8 71.5 72.0
height 50.0 47.8 44.3 45.9 51.0 51.0

wheelbase 107.9 102.4 106.7 100.8 100.8 92.5
track, front/rear 61.7/61.4 65.7/63.6 63.0/63.7 63.9/62.7 61.8/61.1 57.7/59.9
weight, pounds 4040 3380 3520 3520 4480 3840

weight distribution,
% front/rear 51.0/49.0 42.6/57.4 43.0/57.0 44.3/55.7 52.2/47.8 35.9/64.1

fuel tank, gallons 22.5 25.1 17.5 23.8 21.1 16.9
recommended 
octane rating 91 91 91 91 91 91

front 54 52 53 49 51 47

rear 22 — — — — 16

trunk 6 9 2 4 8 4

*Price is for ’06 Gallardo pictured on these pages, the clutch of which failed, so all test results are from February 2004 test  of Gallardo 
that had the $10,000 e-gear optional transmission. Best in test.
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